Howard County Sheriff’s Department

TEN CODES

10-1 Signal Broken       Signal 4  Courthouse
10-2 Signal Good        Signal 5  Jail
10-4 Clear/Acknowledge  Signal 6  Call/phone message
10-5 Relay Information  Signal 7  Weapon
10-6 Busy unless urgent Signal 8  Meet
10-7 Out of Service     Signal 9  Disregard
10-8 Back in Service    Signal 10 Emergency run
10-9 Repeat radio traffic Signal 23 Speeding vehicle
10-10 Fight in progress Signal 27 Traffic stop
10-11 Animal Complaint  Signal 30 Building check
10-12 On portable radio Signal 40 Wanted
10-13 Weather conditions Signal 60 Drug violation
10-14 Prowler           Signal 80 Not wanted
10-16 Domestic disturbance Signal 100 Emergency traffic only
10-19 City Hall
10-20 Location
10-23 Arrived at location
10-24 Cleared from location
10-25 Dinner break
10-27 Driver's license check
10-28 Vehicle registration check
10-29 Wanted check
10-32 Subject with gun/weapon
10-41 Beginning shift
10-42 End of shift
10-43 Information
10-46 Assist motorist
10-50 Accident
10-51 Wrecker request
10-52 Ambulance
10-55 Intoxicated motorist
10-56 Intoxicated subject
10-57 Hit-skip accident
10-70 Fire
10-76 Enroute
10-77 Estimated time of arrival
10-96 Mental subject